SORNA REGIONAL Implementation Assurance
IMPLEMENTATION ASSURANCE

• The implementation of your SORNA program is ongoing – it does not end when you substantially implement

• You must now assure that your SORNA Program is properly functioning
All Tribal SORNA Systems are Working

• Who registers sex offenders in tribal communities?
• Who monitors offenders to assure they comply with SORNA provisions?
• Who investigates absconders?
All Tribal SORNA Systems are Working, cont.

• How do you enter sex offenders into NCIC/NSOR?
• How do you submit fingerprints to IAFIS?
• How do you submit DNA to FBI data base?
• How do you make Community Notifications? How is this information provided?
Implementation Assurance, cont.

• You must keep the SMART Office notified of any changes to your tribal SORNA points of contact
• You must advise the SMART Office of any changes in your tribal SORNA legislation and policy
Implementation Assurance, cont.

• What have you done to complete any missing SORNA implementation items that were waived at the time you Substantially Implemented SORNA?
Lessons Learned

• Sharing of Information
• “Don’t Re-invent the Wheel”
• Teamwork and Formation of Partnerships are Essential for the Sustainment of Successful Tribal Sex Offender Registration Programs
SORNA Implementation Assurance - Discussion

• What are your next steps to meet the SORNA Implementation Assurance guidelines as outlined by the SMART Office?

• What personnel/agency should be part of the team that maintains your SORNA program?
Review and Questions